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ALL MY CHILDREN: Zach forces Kendall to choose between loving him or hating him after pointing out
that they would be lost without each other. Kendall follows her heart and she and Zach make love. Ryan still
blames Zach for Greenlee's death even though he knows Kendall was the one driving the car. Reese is
devastated when she spies on Zach and Kendall in the afterglow of their lovemaking. Zach is outraged when
he thinks Ryan and Kendall are sleeping together. JR confronts Amanda about how she tried to manipulate
him. David arrives at the mansion and exposes every detail of Amanda's misdeeds to JR. Amanda tries to
defend herself, but JR isn't buying it and sends her packing. Amanda accepts Jake's invitation to move in with
him, Tad and the girls. Erica and Adam are equally matched as they trade threats. Adam is speechless when
Erica suggests he come onboard to help her get Fusion back on its feet, but ultimately accepts her offer.
Krystal signs a pre-nuptial agreement without reading it. David and Krystal are married. Taylor and Brot are
happy to wake up in each other's arms after a night of lovemaking. Opal picks up a strange vibe about
Greenlee. Aidan grows closer to Annie, who might not be as well as she claims. Annie and Aidan share a kiss.
An accident causes Reese to lose her sight.

SNEAK PEEK: Krystal physically attacks Tad.

AS THE WORLD TURNS: Elwood agrees to tell Luke and Noah more of what he knows about Reg's drug
overdose. He wants them to meet him at the bridge. When Luke and Noah arrive, a car hits Elwood, knocking
him over the bridge and into the water. Luke and Noah find Elwood â€” dead. Margo brings them all to the
police station to be questioned. Later, they are all shocked by the news that it was Matt's car that hit Elwood.
When Margo wants to bring him in for questioning, Matt is nowhere to be found. Casey tells Alison he wants
a "do over," but she's unwilling unless he settles things with Jade. Alison is waylaid at the hospital by Mark
Vero, who reveals he's still on drugs and is the culprit. He gets her to leave with him by threatening to hurt
Casey. He takes her to the warehouse where she was to have met Matt, and he prepares to drug her and frame
Matt. Meanwhile, Luke and Noah are suspicious of Kevin's squirrelly behavior. Casey tells them his mother
no longer suspects Matt, and they start to realize Kevin was one of the only people who knew about Elwood's
meeting at the bridge and therefore is a suspect. They follow Kevin and hear him talking to Mark and their
suspicions are confirmed. They convince Kevin what Mark is doing is wrong and it's time to turn himself in.
They all head to the warehouse. Mark is about to give Alison a lethal dose of drugs when Matt arrives, having
gotten Alison's message, and scares him off. Brad and Katie talk at cross purposes about babies â€” Brad
thinks adoption is the way to go until Katie eventually tells him that Vienna has offered to be their surrogate
mother. Brad's shocked at first, but by the end of the day, they're all OK with the idea. Later, Katie reveals to
Vienna that the doctor told her that her eggs are not viable. Vienna offers to skip the process of finding an egg
donor by volunteering herself. Henry doesn't want Vienna having a child with another man. He storms off.
Meg tells Paul he's free to have whatever relationships he wants. She leaves, and Emily tells him it means she
wants permission to sleep with Dusty. Parker's convinced Liberty to play hooky when he realizes they can
have Milltown to themselves. They get frisky, but are forced out of the house when smoke starts billowing
from the kitchen. Jack gets word that the fire department is en route to Milltown, and he and Janet find Parker
and Liberty in a fire blanket in a state of undress. Parker and Liberty are banned from going to Fort Lauderdale
for spring break. Jack and Janet think Parker needs some real discipline and decides he's going to boarding
school with JJ. Parker tells Liberty there's no way he'll go to boarding school and that he intends for them to
go to Florida as planned.

SNEAK PEEK: Henry and Vienna clash.

BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL: Rick and Steffy make love. Thorne, Marcus, Owen and Pam all agree that Rick
needs to be taught a lesson. Seeing a crack in Brooke and Ridge's relationship, Stephanie nudges Taylor to
make her move. When Brooke wakes up to an empty bed, she calls Rick to warn him that he may be getting a
visit from Ridge. Taylor gives Steffy stern words of warning regarding her relationship with Rick. Suspicious
behaviors transpire from many of Rick's enemies. Lt. Baker sheds light on the cause behind the attempt on
Rick's life. Marcus confesses his suppressed anger about his breakup with Steffy to Donna. Stephanie
formulates her own scenario about the events that took place the night before. When Rick arrives at the office,
few are pleased with his attendance and the outcome of his first day back. Rick receives threats, some more
subtle than others. Ridge flips out when Brooke compares their relationship to Rick and Steffy's.

SNEAK PEEK: The "I hate Rick" club membership increases.

DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Lucas and Chloe decide to give their relationship a second chance. Nicole is done
with being blackmailed by Dr. Baker. Will schemes to reunite Sami and Lucas. Philip and Stephanie discover
that all of Titan's computer files are missing. A computer technician arrives and states that a worm virus
destroyed Titan's files, including the Alternative Fuels project. Philip guesses the "worm" is none other than
EJ DiMera. Meanwhile, EJ semi-assuages Nicole's jealousy toward Sami. As the two make up, Philip arrives
at the mansion to confront EJ. EJ retains the upper hand, and Philip, getting nowhere with his accusations,
leaves. Stefano enters and expresses pride in his son. Meanwhile, Philip shrugs off Stephanie's comfort and
worries about his father's reaction to what's happened to Titan. Roman needles Stefano about the hit on the
mayor, but Stefano insists he had nothing to do with it. Roman says they'll see what happens. Stefano makes a
private call to make sure all of his ties to the killer's employers are cut, and cryptically admits he was behind
the mayor's death. Worried after Philip barges in that he might tell EJ about her secret, Nicole calls Brady to
ask for his help. Brady apprises an upset Melanie during their game of darts that the fuels project is lost.
Melanie shows a bit of her human side and she starts to see Brady as one of the world's few good guys. Back
at the DiMera mansion, Nicole vows to find out what Sami's up to and to protect Grace. Sami visits Sister
Theresa and asks her not to let anyone else hold her baby. She can only imagine the consequences if anyone
happened to find out the truth about Grace. Later, she talks to Roman and asks him to pull some strings to help
Rafe's employment status. Roman hopes Rafe will be able to stay in D.C. and asks Sami about her plans. Sami
admits she's unsure about what she wants to do.

SNEAK PEEK: A Las Vegas elopement is in the works.

GENERAL HOSPITAL: Sonny risks his life to save Claudia and successfully dismantles the bomb
Anthony strapped her to. Meanwhile, Jason gets the drop on Anthony. Maxie and Spinelli share a heartfelt
goodbye when they believe he'll be shipped off to a federal prison at any moment, but their fears are eased
when Jason delivers Anthony to Rayner. Sonny and Claudia share a passionate kiss after their harrowing
ordeal. Rayner ups the ante with Jason by demanding he now deliver evidence to use against Sonny. At
Kelly's, Alexis accuses Nikolas of harassing Rebecca, who ends up defending him. Lulu is frustrated that
Johnny's family still has a hold on him. Alexis tells Nikolas she found no evidence that Rebecca is even

remotely related to Emily. Nadine realizes her time with Nikolas has come to an end. Edward announces to
Monica and a less than thrilled Tracy that he's invited Rebecca to move into the mansion. Robin goes to the
Haunted Star for a drink and lies to Ethan, saying she doesn't have any children. Robin feels guilty for not
being able to mother Emma. Ethan rubs Lulu the wrong way. Patrick overhears Robin telling Sonny she's
going back to work full time. Claudia narrowly escapes being discovered by Carly in Michael's room. Carly is
touched by Jax's love for her and Michael. Sonny advises Jason not to go after Spinelli in order to give him the
chance to live his own life. Maxie is horrified when she reads the goodbye note Spinelli left for Jason.
Meanwhile, Spinelli, with Winifred by his side, makes it his new mission in life to use his cyber skills to right
the injustices in the world. A mysterious woman spies on Spinelli.

SNEAK PEEK: Patrick tries to change Michael's life.

GUIDING LIGHT: The judge grants Phillip's request for bail. Rick, Mindy, Phillip and Beth attend their
25th high school reunion. Cyrus calls Grady and says Bill is already on the Spaulding jet and Grady needs to
make it look like Bill left town. Lizzie plays the kidnapper's message for Daisy and says Bill knows he's not
the kidnapper. The argument between Buzz and Alan escalates. They shove each other and both feel a sharp
pain in their chests. They struggle for air as they fight. Remy and Christina find Buzz and Alan in bad shape.
At the hospital, Alan credits Christina for saving his life. Christina realizes she was meant to become a doctor.
Buzz tells Grady he has to admit he drove the car that killed Tammy so Alan can be put away for life. Frank is
stunned when Natalia tells him that they must end their relationship.

SNEAK PEEK: A real "cliffhanger."

ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Rex confides to Gigi that Roxy confessed to having killed his father, who she claims
was a horrible person who deserved what he got. Roxy makes a mysterious visit to a long-term care facility
and tells the unresponsive patient lying in the bed that Rex thinks his father is dead and their secret will stay
buried forever. David asks Dorian to move to Los Angeles with him, but she says her life is in Llanview.
David doesn't want Dorian destroying all the Buchanans, but accepts the fact she's still going to go after Clint's
money. Dorian is aghast when Moe invites Ray to stay at the mansion. Schuyler and Stacy are stunned to run
into each other and hope they can renew their friendship. Brody admits to Antonio he doesn't have a solid alibi
for the night Wes was murdered. Marty tries to make amends with Cole. Cole tells her he cannot forgive her
actions and he pops another pill.

SNEAK PEEK: Stacy gets Rex in bed.

YOUNG AND RESTLESS: Cane and Lily finally consummate their reunion and make love. Chloe agrees to
marry Billy. Victor gives Noah a brand-new car for his birthday. Phyllis tells Nick that she saw Sharon take a
silver picture frame from the ranch. Sharon finds the picture frame in her purse and is perplexed. Nick can't
keep his hands off Sharon. Kevin tells Jana and Gloria that his all-night search with Amber for Kay came up
with nothing. Kevin confronts Clint at the hotel and ends up being injected with a sedative by Annie. Kevin
wakes up and realizes he is trapped in a car trunk. Clint shows Kay and Esther an active bomb. Roger and

Annie tie them to chairs. Amber finds Kay and Esther bound at the motel and works to free them. Gloria
arrives just before the bomb is set to go off. Amber manages to free Kay and Esther as they all rush out of the
motel and the bomb explodes. Adam starts to show signs of problems with his vision. Heather visits Adam in
prison and misinterprets his actions as him dismissing her; unaware that he is losing his sight. Nikki is
overwhelmed when she learns Ashley is pregnant.

SNEAK PEEK: Kevin is forced into a life of crime
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